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You should upgrade your GTA V
to GTA 5. Just download the files
from REDORACULTFANS/UPD

AT-REPACK/PCM-
REPACK-1-5. GTA 5 has a ton of
fixes and updates REDORACULT
FANS/UPDAT-REPACK/PCM-
REPACK-1-5 Today I wanted to
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share with you my next
REDORACULTFANS update!

This time is all about PCM Audio
files (files that make sounds). I
cannot guarantee that the aramc

files will be fixed since they were
all made using some mods that

have been removed by
REDORACULTFANS. You can
switch and see what other options
you have in this update (war zones

will not be fixed, and I cannot
figure out what aramc file to fix,
possibly all of them). A new kind
of bug exists, i.e. one where the
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game freezes during gameplay.
This doesn't happen all the time,
but occasionally, when I load in a
mission, it just freezes. I've been

troubleshooting this bug for a long
time and I have no idea what could

be causing it, but I'm going to
attempt a workaround for those of
you who have experienced this bug

in the past. I'm hoping to fix the
situation by keeping the game

paused longer, but in the
meantime, here's what you should
do: Did you ever catch on when a

drunk client fell and died while the
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session was already running? In
other words, did you encounter the
situation where you tried to save
the client and the game crashes

out? I have, and I've recently found
out that the game is very sensitive

to it. Avoid asking your drunk
client to save the game if you know

there will be a crash. If you're
going to be playing with a heavy

load, for example while waiting for
a plane to take off, saving a game

right before the flight can cause the
game to freeze, either while

waiting for a save or while waiting
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for the mission to continue. To
avoid this, simply avoid saving and

loading games while you are
waiting for your mission to start. I
have also faced several crashes of
the game due to bugs in the PCM

files. Check the full list here. I
know it's a lot, but I did my best

and I haven't double-checked
everything. I'll fix all the ones that I
find, but the only way to do that is
to wait for people to report that the
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